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Health Fact Sheet
Successful Weight Loss Strategies

Successful weight loss...is this a contradiction in terms? Can anyone be
successful at losing weight? According to researchers at the University of Colorado
and University of Pittsburgh, there is such a thing as a successful loser. These
researchers looked at a group of 629 women who were successful at losing 30
pounds or more and keeping it off for an average of  5.5 years. Their results make
up a database known as the National Weight Control Registry.

So what are the keys to successful weight loss and maintenance according to
these women? These women credit their success to the following strategies:

• Cutting calories and/or fat grams.
• Decreasing portion sizes.
• Eliminating certain "pig out" foods.
• Increasing physical activity.

Although none of these strategies may come as a surprise, some of their problems and approaches may
surprise you. Women in the National Weight Control Registry:

• Did not skip meals.
• Ate an average of  5 times a day (including snacks).
• Consumed about 1,300 calories a day on average.
• Limited eating out to no more than 3 times a week.
• Limited eating fast food to only 1 of the 3 times per week.
• Used up about 2,700 calories exercising per week (usually doing two different types of exercise).
• Monitored their weight closely (usually weighed weekly).

So, are those in the National Weight Control Registry some sort of "Super-Women"? Not at all...they are
regular people who know that weight control is a lifetime effort that must be fit into your daily lifestyle. As a
matter of fact . . .

• 93% said they had tried to lose weight unsuccessfully in the past.



• 60% sought formal programs and professional guidance for help in eating less and exercising
more.

• A majority had been overweight since childhood or had a family history of obesity (Harvard
Women's Health Watch, 1998).

Physical activity: A key component
Most people know that they should increase their activity level through walking, aerobics, swimming, or

some other activity to help reduce weight. In fact, many of us probably made New Year's resolutions last
January and have long since given up.

Just remember, changing any habit is difficult and can take several tries before really making it work.
You can expect to have relapses in your efforts at putting physical activity into your daily routine and
making it part of your lifestyle. Increasing your level of physical activity, however, can have a great impact
on your health right now

One study in the Archives of Internal Medicine looked at 100 women encouraged to walk for exercise
(walking group), while another 100 women were not encouraged to walk (control group). Ten years later,
women in the walking group had significantly fewer health problems than those in the control group.
Additionally, the women in the walking group were walking seven miles more each week than the control
group. Only 2% of the walking group were diagnosed with heart disease, as compared to almost 13% in the
control group. Walkers also had fewer hospitalizations, surgeries, and falls (Peieira, et. al.,1998).
Participating in the short-term walking program ten years earlier was the main difference between these
two groups.

So don't give up, keep on trying. Making walking or some other form of exercise a habit is key to
success.
Counting calories

Another successful weight loss strategy is reducing your caloric and fat intake. Counting calories can
be a useful tool for weight loss.

Each individual is different. If you are a 30 year old woman, taking in 2,500 calories per day, but find
you don't lose weight when lowering intake by 300 calories, try reducing an additional 100 calories. If you
are losing weight quickly, but feel starved, you may add a few calories to slow down the loss (1/2 to 2
pounds lost per week is healthy), help you to feel more satisfied, and give you a better chance for long-term
success.

Additionally, when counting fat grams, it is also important to look at calorie content. Remember, just
because something says it is reduced fat or fat-free does not mean it does not contain calories. If you eat a



whole box of fat-free cookies, you still get a whole box of fat-free cookie calories. Excess calories that are
unused by the body ultimately turn into fat. A better alternative would be to reduce your portion sizes. Don't
deprive yourself of the foods you love. If you want cookies, then have one or two and save the rest of the
box for another day (FDA, 1998).
Behavior modification

Making right choices daily is important for a lifetime of health. Creating healthy habits, however, is not
always easy. It takes time to put weight on, and in the same way, it takes time to take the pounds off. Try
changing one thing at a time. Below you will find some suggestions on how to modify your behavior for
weight loss. Prioritize them from most important to least important to you. Then take small steps toward
change. When you have mastered one step (e.g., created a healthy habit), go on to another.
1. Eating Environment (at home)

• Always eat in the same place (e.g., kitchen or dining room) -- switch chairs to get a new outlook.
• Always sit to eat, never stand.
• Make eating a singular activity. Do not watch television, talk on the phone, or write letters or

papers. Just enjoy your food, listen to pleasant music, think pleasant thoughts, or engage in
conversation with others eating with you.

2. Eating Signals
• Store all foods out of sight to avoid signals to snack.
• In the refrigerator, store foods in containers you can't see through, or take the lightbulb out of your

refrigerator.
• Try brushing your teeth before preparing food or chew gum to avoid nibbling while you're cooking.
• Serve meals buffet style, rather than putting dishes of food on the table for unnecessary second

helpings and passive eating.
• Ask someone else to scrape dishes and put food away to avoid eating the last bite in the pan.
• Pack lunches after the evening meal when you are not hungry.

3. Food Buying
    • Plan meals before shopping (start with one meal and work your way up to three gradually).
    • Make a shopping list of what you need for your planned meals and snacks. Buy only what is on

your list.
    
    • Shop when your stomach is full.
    • Put groceries in the trunk or out of reach to avoid snacking on the way home.
4. Food Intake



• Eat slowly, putting your eating utensils down between bites and thoroughly chewing each bite.
• Stop eating in the middle of the meal for 2 minutes or count to 120 (e.g., have a conversation with

someone, or leave the table and come back). This gives food time to digest and your stomach time
to start feeling full.

• Use a smaller plate than you usually do. Leave the table as soon as you are finished eating, or do
something that signals the end of the meal (e.g., drink a cup of coffee or tea, brush your teeth,
wash your hands, etc.)

• Plan 5-6 small meals a day, rather than 3 large ones. Never skip a meal!
• Control high calorie foods, such as chocolate cake, by reducing portion size, rather than eliminating

them only to find yourself eating the whole cake later.
5. Eating Away from Home

• Choose restaurants where you sit to dine, rather than standing at a bar.
• Limit eating out to 3 meals per week, with only one of those being fast food.
• Sit away from buffet tables at parties. Avoid conversations around the buffet table. Look over the

entire table before making choices at a buffet.
• Ask for small dessert servings and eat only half; or, avoid dessert altogether by telling your host

you are too full from the delicious meal.
• Limit alcoholic beverage intake. Alcohol is very high in calories. Try to limit your intake by drinking

only one alcoholic beverage -- sipping it slowly.
Remember, just take one step at a time. Gradual changes result in the most success. When you've

mastered one behavior change, try making another one a habit. 
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